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Revitalize Wrought Iron, Fixtures and More
With Ze-VO’s Metal Wizard™ Black Sealer
FRAMINGHAM, MA – Here’s a great new solution for touching up wrought iron
railings, light fixtures, mailboxes or other surfaces where a high-gloss black finish is
desired.
Metal Wizard™, a new oil-based coating from Ze-VO Products Group, provides a
fast and simple fix for everything from worn furniture to metal posts. It works on any
wood or metal surface, with the exception of galvanized metal, and is intended for both
indoor and outdoor use.
The high-gloss black primer comes in a handy 4-ounce container with a leakproof sponge applicator that works like a shoe-polish bottle. Simply remove loose rust
and flaking paint from your surface, then dab on Metal Wizard™. You’ll
have a revitalized surface with natural rust protection.
Like all Ze-VO products, Metal Wizard™ is a “green” product, in
keeping with the company’s commitment to the environment. It is one of
three products introduced by Ze-VO this year with zero or minimal
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Metal Wizard™ is low-odor and
contains only 0.12 lbs of VOCs per container.
Ze-VO will demonstrate Metal Wizard™ Aug. 14-16 at the Orgill
Dealer Market Show in Chicago, along with several other products
developed for the construction trade and home improvement markets.
These will include:


EndCuts™ is a white latex-based paint made for the ends of interior and exterior
pre-primed or raw lumber.
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DeckCuts™ is an oil-based coating that goes on clear – a great choice for
decking lumber, stairs, caps and rails. Unlike many other sealers, DeckCuts™
can be stained over.

For more information, call Ze-VO Products Group in Framingham, MA at 508-879-3151
or e-mail info@zevoproductsgroup.com. Material safety data sheets and product demos
are available at www.ze-vo.com.
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